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Look into the history of some of South Africa’s oldest companies, and you’ll find 
remarkable tales of men and women who bravely left all they knew behind and 

ventured to a new land in search of opportunity. You’ll learn about the challenges 
they faced, and how they overcame them, on their journey to success. While some may 

be household names, their provenance isn’t always widely known, and delving into 
their history can make for fascinating reading.

stuttaford Van lines, one of south Africa’s leading domestic 

and international removal companies has a history spanning 

more than 150 years. It came into being in Cape town in 

1857, as part of stuttafords & Company limited department 

store.   In order to assist their customers, stuttafords’ 

furniture department offered a certain amount of storage and 

removals, which necessitated the establishment of a removal 

and storage department.

stuttafords’ first venture into the removals business was 

the establishment of a warehouse on loop street, in 

Cape town. the warehouse had a 68-foot frontage, and 

deliveries and removals were initially done with two horse-

drawn vans bearing the inscription, “furniture removed by 

thorne, stuttaford & Co, Complete house furnishers”. the 

Johannesburg branch’s doornfontein warehouse, was 3,000 

square-feet and situated on a stand which offered plenty 

of room for expansion, particularly when taking the three 

adjoining fenced-in stands, each measuring 50 by 100 feet 

into account.

In 1905, the removal and storage department in Cape town 

imported from london, what was probably the first horse-

drawn furniture “pantechnicon” in south Africa. It was 

used together with two or three horse-drawn carts. the 

pantechnicon was drawn by six horses and the carts were 

two-in-hand. the pantechnicon had sides only; consequently, 

in bad weather the furniture had to be covered over with a 

large tarpaulin. when steep gradings were encountered along 

the journey, additional horses, or “chain horses” as they were 

called in those days, were hired.

while the pantechnicon gave them a larger transport 

capacity, it was very heavy when fully laden, which presented 

difficulties when the wheels became stuck in the mud on the 

dirt roads. when this occurred, all the furniture had to be 

removed from the truck, so the men digging trenches and the 

horses pulling it could get it to more stable ground.  

for many years the business was regarded as merely a sub-

section of the furniture department, rather than a business in 

its own right, and the firm’s policy remained very conservative 

with regard to its activities. 

In Johannesburg, stuttafords used a cartage contractor, with 

twelve carts and horses, to carry out deliveries and removals 

between Johannesburg and pretoria. the 128-kilometre 

roundtrip typically took four days and halfway house in 

midrand was the overnight stop in each direction. In 1909, 
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Stuttaford
stuttafords purchased its first motorised vehicle, an electric “Johnny walker” van, and used it for deliveries around Cape town. As 

motorised trucks became popular, the use of horse-drawn vehicles declined, and they were discontinued in Cape town in 1919, 

and later in Johannesburg in 1925. In Johannesburg, they hired motorised trucks from a mr hartstein, who garnered 80 percent of 

the turnover, leaving 20 percent for stuttafords. In Cape town, they purchased a de dion flat truck with a canvas canopy and hired 

additional vehicles to carry out its business.  In 1935, the Cape town branch bought a large repository warehouse in Bree street and in 

1937, it acquired the company’s first motor furniture van. 

In Johannesburg the furniture storage section grew so extensively that they expanded the doornfontein warehouse facilities. By 1957, 

there was 144,000 square feet of storage available with facilities for loading and offloading, garaging and parking.

from 1948, the major roads in the union were being tarred and long distance moving occurred on an ever-increasing scale. In 1954, 

the company extended its activities to durban, where stuttafords purchased the entire share capital of the old-established business of 

Challenor’s (pty) ltd. that had been specialising in storage and removals in durban since the turn of the century.

when ordinances were drafted to consolidate the ordinances across the four provinces, they enabled operators who wanted to build 

larger vehicles with a greater carrying capacity, to do so, on condition that the train of vehicles did not exceed 72 feet in length and had 

five axles. 

stuttafords thereupon embarked on a large rebuilding programme, and became pioneers in the field of mechanical “horses” towing 

36-foot semi-trailers and 20-foot second trailers with a total load of 3,600 cubic feet or approximately three-and-a-half complete 

households.

to facilitate better coordination of long distance transport, a separate Removals fleet division, headquartered in Cape town was 

established in 1956. the next year, the company purchased an immense warehouse property in searle street in woodstock, Cape 

town. the purpose of the warehouse was to centralise all Cape removal and storage operations and enable motor vehicle maintenance.

In 1957, a warehouse of approximately 20,000 square feet was purchased in salisbury, southern Rhodesia, allowing the company to 

expand their already extensive services in the federation of 

the Rhodesias and nyasaland. By 1957, stuttafords’ storage 

and Van lines fleet had reached the stage where it totalled 

approximately ninety units covering an average of well over 

a million miles annually. the Cape town, Johannesburg, 

durban and salisbury warehouses could provide a total area 

of 324,000 square feet for storing household furniture in 

clean, modern concrete buildings. In other words, throughout 

the division the furniture of some three-and-a-half thousand 

households could be stored at a single time. 

In the 120 years from 1857 to 1987, three members of the 

stuttaford family led the business: samson Rickard, Richard 

and then Richard Bawden stuttaford. when Richard Bawden 

stuttaford died in 1978, the company was acquired by graham 

Beck. however, the Beck ownership was short lived, and the 

laser transport group acquired the stuttafords Removals 

division in the 1980s. the moBIlItAs group acquired the 

laser transport group in 2001. today stuttaford Van lines 

has 14 branches across southern Africa and is an industry 

leader specialising in international and domestic removal 

services, storage services, and providing an advanced array 

of services for the national or international relocation of 

personal and household effects.   lindsay grubb

www.stuttafordvanlines.co.za
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